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Magnetic bimerons are topologically nontrivial spin textures in in-plane easy-axis magnets, which can be used
as particle-like information carriers. Here, we report a theoretical study on the nonreciprocal dynamics of
asymmetrical ferrimagnetic (FiM) bimerons induced by spin currents. The FiM bimerons have the ability to
move at a speed of kilometers per second and do not show the skyrmion Hall effect at the angular momentum
compensation point. Our micromagnetic simulations and analytical results demonstrate that spin currents are
able to induce the nonreciprocal transport and a drift motion of the FiM bimeron even if the system is at the
angular momentum compensation point. By analyzing the current-induced effective fields, we find that the
nonreciprocal transport is attributed to the asymmetry of the bimeron structure. Our results are useful for
understanding the physics of bimerons in ferrimagnets and may provide guidelines for building bimeron-based
spintronic devices.

Introduction. Reciprocity is a fundamental principle in
many fields, such as in mechanics and thermodynamics [1].
However, when a certain symmetry of the system is broken, the reciprocal relation may be violated and nonreciprocal phenomena appear [1–3]. Nonreciprocal transport which
plays an important role in various application devices, such
as in the diode [4–7] and shift register [8], has been reported
for (quasi-)particles, for instance, electrons [9], phonons [4],
photons [10] and magnons [11]. For topological solitons,
e.g. skyrmions [12], they also show such a transport in the
asymmetrical racetrack which requires sophisticated reprocessing [13–16]. However, nonreciprocal transport attributed
to the intrinsic characteristics of topological solitons still remains to be discovered.
Different types of topological spin textures have been investigated for a few decades, such as domain walls [17, 18],
skyrmions [12, 19, 20] and bimerons [21–31], which emerge
in ferromagnetic (FM) [17, 19, 25], ferrimagnetic (FiM) [32–
35] and antiferromagnetic (AFM) [18, 36, 37] materials. In
particular, FM skyrmions are promising as nonvolatile information carriers to serve the future memory and logic computing devices [38–44]. However, the FM skyrmion shows
the transverse drift during its motion due to the existence of
a nonzero Magnus force, which may lead to the annihilation of the fast-moving skyrmion at the sample edge. This
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phenomenon is referred to as the skyrmion Hall effect [45–
47]. Compared to the FM skyrmion, the AFM skyrmion is
free from the skyrmion Hall effect, as the compensated lattice structures of antiferromagnets lead to a perfect cancellation of the Magnus force [48, 49]. However, the compensated magnetic moments in antiferromagnets give rise to the
difficulties in detecting AFM spin textures [50]. Recently,
FiM materials have received great attention, since the AFM
spin dynamics is realized in ferrimagnets at the angular momentum compensation point [33, 51] and unlike the antiferromagnet, even for compensated ferrimagnet, we can detect the
magnetization of one sublattice using magnetotransport measurements, such as anomalous Hall effect or tunnel magnetoresistance. On the other hand, a magnetic bimeron consisting of two merons is considered as the topological counterpart of a magnetic skyrmion in in-plane magnets and is stabilized in various magnetic materials [22, 24, 26–31]. Recent
reports show that two-dimensional CrCl3 [52, 53] and van der
Waals LaCl/In2 Se3 heterostructures [54] are promising candidates for hosting bimerons. Additionally, the bimeron is
a stable solution in ferromagnets [25, 26, 55], antiferromagnets [28, 30, 37] and frustrated magnets [29, 56]. Although a
bimeron is topologically equivalent to a skyrmion, the former
has richer dynamics [30, 55].
In this work, based on the Landau-Lifshitz-Gilbert (LLG)
equation [57], we theoretically study the current-induced dynamics of FiM bimerons with intrinsic asymmetrical shape.
Numerical and analytical results demonstrate that the FiM
bimeron driven by opposite currents could exhibit different
speeds, that is, it shows the nonreciprocal dynamics. By an-
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alyzing the current-induced effective fields, it is found that
such a nonreciprocal behavior is attributed to the asymmetry
of the bimeron structure. In addition to the nonreciprocal dynamics, a drift motion of the FiM bimeron may be induced
by the current even if the system is at the angular momentum
compensation point.
Proposal of nonreciprocal transport of FiM bimerons. We
consider a FiM film with two sublattice magnetization M1 and
M2 [Fig. 1(a)], and the interfacial Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DMI) [38, 40] is introduced, which can be induced
at the magnetic layer/heavy metal interface. To form FiM
bimerons, the ferrimagnets with in-plane magnetic anisotropy
(such as DyCo5 [58]) are promising materials. Here we focus
on the study of a FiM film with in-plane easy-axis anisotropy,
in which the asymmetrical bimeron is a stable solution, similar to the cases of FM [55] and AFM [30] bimerons. For
the interfacial DMI shown in Fig. 1(a), it is usually responsible for stabilizing the skyrmion with rotational symmetry (the
axis of rotation is parallel to the polar axis that is perpendicular to the x-y plane) [59]. For the FiM system we consider, the
in-plane magnetic anisotropy forces the magnetization to tilt
away from the polar axis, which violates the rotational symmetry dominated by DMI. As reported in Refs. [27, 59], in
the tilted magnetic phases (the magnetization of a homogeneously magnetized state is tilted away from the polar axis),
the rotationally symmetrical spin texture is an incompatible
form and the asymmetrical spin textures appear. Figure 1(b)
shows the spin structure of a FiM bimeron, and the components of its reduced magnetization si = Mi / |Mi | and Néel
vector n = (si − sj )/2 are presented in the Fig. 1(c). The
Néel vector n in real space for a FiM bimeron is plotted in
Fig. 1(d), showing that although the size of the left meron
is different from that of the right meron, the bimeron’s spin
structure still has mirror symmetry about the x-z plane.
Additionally, we derive a closed equation for the Néel vector n [60, 61] (see Supplemental Material [62] for details),
µ0 ρ2 (1+α2 )
n̈ × n + σ ṅ = −n × fn∗ + αρn × ṅ + 2n × p × n.
2λ
MS1
ρ = γ1 + Mγ2S2 and σ = Mγ1S1 − Mγ2S2 are the staggered and
net spin densities, respectively [61]. MSi , γi , µ0 , λ and α
are the saturation magnetization, gyromagnetic ratio, vacuum
permeability constant, homogeneous exchange constant and
damping constant, respectively. fn∗ and  relate to the effective field and current density, respectively (Supplemental
Material [62]). In the above equation, only the damping-like
spin torque is considered, while the field-like spin torque is
not included. The effect of field-like spin torque on the FiM
bimeron has been discussed in Supplemental Material [62].
The above equation indicates that the current-induced effective field relates to the cross product of the Néel vector n and
polarization vector p. Such current-induced effective fields
are of interest to us in the following symmetry analysis. As
mentioned earlier, the bimeron’s spin structure is symmetric
about the x-z plane, so that the Néel vector n is canceled in
the y direction and the y component of n will not contribute
to the nonreciprocal dynamics. Thus, we only need to pay
attention to the components of n in the x-z plane and their
corresponding current-induced effective fields (n × p). As
shown in Figs. 1(e)-1(j), we sketch two vectors nL and nR

to represent the x-z-plane components of the Néel vector n
for two merons, respectively. Based on the symmetry consideration, nL and nR are symmetric about the x axis for a
bimeron with a symmetrical shape (see Fig. S1 of Supplemental Material [62]), while for the bimeron studied here it
has an asymmetrical shape, resulting in the breaking of this
symmetry. Figure 1(e) shows the results of n × p for p = ex ,
where the cross product operation causes the current-induced
effective fields to be perpendicular to the x-z plane. When we
change the sign of the current, which is equivalent to changing the direction of p, i.e., p = ex → −ex , the corresponding
current-induced effective fields are still perpendicular to the
x-z plane [Fig. 1(f)]. By comparing Fig. 1(e) with Fig. 1(f),
we see that for p = ex and −ex , the current-induced effective fields are symmetric about the x-z plane, so that the
bimeron does not exhibit the nonreciprocal motion behavior.
Similar mirror symmetry is observed for the case of p = ±ez
[Figs. 1(i) and 1(j)], so there is no nonreciprocal phenomenon.
However, for p = ey [Fig. 1(g)] and −ey [Fig. 1(h)], n × p
is in the x-z plane, and obviously nL × ey is not mirrorsymmetrical to nL × (−ey ), so that the opposite currents have
different effects on the meron on the left in Fig. 1(d) [this result also applies to the meron on the right in Fig. 1(d)]. For
a bimeron with a symmetrical shape, as mentioned above,
nL and nR are symmetric about the x axis, indicating that
the effect of the positive current on the left meron (the right
meron) is equivalent to that of the negative current on the right
meron (the left meron). Therefore, although opposite currents
have different effects on each meron, the structural symmetry
causes the opposite currents to have the same effects on the
whole, so that the bimeron with a symmetrical shape will not
show nonreciprocal transport, which has been confirmed in
Supplemental Material [62]. For the FiM bimeron studied in
this work, it has an asymmetrical shape [Fig. 1(c)], resulting in
the presence of nonreciprocal phenomena. Namely, nonreciprocal transport is attributed to the asymmetry of the bimeron
structure.
Current-induced nonreciprocal transport and drift motion
of FiM bimerons. To verify the above analysis, we have simulated the magnetization dynamics of FiM bimerons and obtained the bimeron speeds, as shown in Figs. 2(a)-2(c). We
indeed observe that only when the polarization vector p is
along the y direction (perpendicular to the symmetry plane
of the bimeron’s spin structure), the FiM bimeron driven by
opposite currents has different speeds, that is, it exhibits the
nonreciprocal transport [Fig. 2(b)]. As expected by the above
symmetry analysis, for the cases where p is along the x or z
directions [Figs. 2(a) and 2(c)], such a nonreciprocal transport does not appear. Here we employ the LLG equation
with the damping-like spin torque [63, 64] to simulate the
dynamics of FiM bimerons, and the simulation details are
given in Supplemental Material [62]. We also simulate the
creation of FiM bimerons (see Figs. S4 and S5 of Supplemental Material [62]) and the creation process is given in Supplemental Movie 1-3. Moreover, based
on the definition of the
R
guiding center ri = −1/(4πQ) [in · (∂x n × ∂y n)]dS [65],
we obtain the time evolution of ri and the bimeron velocity vi = ṙi (see Fig. S8 of Supplemental Material [62]).
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic of the studied model, where M1 and M2 denote two sublattice magnetization of ferrimagnet. The interface-induced
DMI and in-plane easy-axis magnetic anisotropy K are considered. (b) The real-space spin structure of a FiM bimeron. (c) The components
of reduced magnetization s and the Néel vector n for a FiM bimeron with a positive topological charge Q. (d) The Néel vector n in real space.
The color represents the z components of n, and nz of two merons has opposite signs. (e)-(j) The sketch of two vectors nL and nR , and the
cross product of the vector nL,R and polarization vector p.

FIG. 2. (a)-(c) The FiM bimeron speeds as functions of the current density j for p = ex , −ey , and −ez . (d)-(f) The angle between the actual
and desired motion directions for p = ex , −ey , and −ez . Here, the FiM bimeron has a positive Q, and the numerical and analytical results
are obtained by solving LLG equation and Eq. (1), respectively. (g) The alternating current pulse adopted in our simulation. (h)-(j) The time
evolution of the guiding center (rx , ry ) for different polarization vectors p. α = 0.05, MS1 = 1.1MS2 and γ1 = 1.1γ2 .

R
Q = −1/(4π) dS[n · (∂x n × ∂y n)] is the topological
charge [22, 49].
We now discuss the current-induced drift motion of FiM
bimerons. Figures 2(a)-2(c) present the bimeron speeds in
the desired motion direction (it is in y, x and y directions for
p = ex , −ey and −ez , respectively). The FiM bimeron at
the angular momentum compensation point has an ability to
move with a speed of about km s−1 , similar to the AFM spin
textures [28]. However, spin currents may induce a drift speed
which is perpendicular to the desired motion direction, even
if the FiM system is at the angular momentum compensation
point (i.e., σ = Mγ1S1 − Mγ2S2 = 0). As shown in Figs. 2(d) and

2(f) where p = ex and −ez respectively, the angle between
the actual and desired motion directions is not zero, that is,
the FiM bimeron shows a drift motion, and such an angle increases with the applied currents j. For the case of p = −ey ,
the drift motion can be safely disregarded [Fig. 2(e)].
To explain the simulation results, we derived the Thiele
equation (see Supplemental Material [62] for details) [61, 66–
68], from which we obtain the steady motion speeds,
 

 
1
vx
αLyy
−G − αLxy
Fx
=
, (1)
vy
αLxx
Fy
η G − αLxy
R
where η = α2 (Lxx Lyy − L2xy ) + G2 . Lij = µ0 ρtz dS(∂i n ·
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FIG. 3. The numerical (symbols) and analytical (curves) velocities
for a FiM bimeron in systems with different values of MS1 /MS2 ,
where three polarization vectors (a) p = ex , (b) p = −ey and (c)
p = −ez are considered. Here, j = 5 MA cm−2 , MS2 = 376 kA
m−1 , γ1 = 1.1γ2 , and other parameters are the same as those used
in Fig. 2. The numerical and analytical results are obtained from the
LLG equation and Eq. (1), respectively.

∂j n) and G = 4πQµ0 tz σ with the layer thickness tz . Fi
denotes the driving force induced by the damping-like spin
torque (its expression is given in Supplemental Material [62]).
If G = 0, Eq. (1) indicates that the bimeron speed is inversely
proportional to the damping (see Fig. S9 of Supplemental Material [62]).
To verify the above analytical formula, we simulate the
motion of FiM bimerons and calculate the bimeron velocities for different values of MS1 /MS2 . Figure 3 shows the
comparison of the numerical and analytical velocities, where
the analytical velocities for all polarization vectors p are in
good agreement with the numerical results. Moreover, Fig. 3
shows that one of the velocity components (vx , vy ) is symmetric about MS1 /MS2 = 1.1, while the other component is
antisymmetric. From Eq. (1), we see that one of the velocity components is proportional to 1/(C + G2 ) with a constant C, i.e., vi ∝ 1/(C + G2 ), while the other component
vj ∝ G/(C + G2 ), where G ∝ (MS1 /MS2 − γ1 /γ2 ) because we fixed the values of MS2 and γ1 in the simulation.
For vi ∝ 1/(C + G2 ) it presents a symmetric curve, while for
vj ∝ G/(C + G2 ), an antisymmetric curve is obtained.
Assuming that the main driving force is in the y direction
(Fy 6= 0) and the system is at the angular momentum compensation point (G = 0), from Eq. (1), the drift speed is obtained, vx = α(Lyy Fx − Lxy Fy )/η. Note that Lyy (or Lxx )
is always nonzero for spin textures. According to the above

formula of the drift speed, we find that there are two factors
which cause the drift motion even if G = 0. The first factor
is the presence of a nonzero Lxy [27] and the second factor
is that an additional force perpendicular to the desired motion
direction is induced by the applied currents. In order to verify the above analysis, we calculated the numerical values of
L and F (Figs. S10 and S12 of Supplemental Material [62]),
and then substituting them into Eq. (1) gives the analytical
drift speeds which are consistent with the numerical results, as
shown in Figs. 2(d)-2(f). Moreover, the numerical values of L
and F confirm that the drift motion presented in Figs. 2(d) and
2(f) is due to the presence of a nonzero Lxy and an additional
force [they originate from the deformation of the bimeron’s
spin structure after the spin currents are applied (Fig. S13
of Supplemental Material [62])]. The drift speed due to the
nonzero Lxy is greater than that due to the presence of an additional force for the case of Fig. 2(d), while the drift speed in
Fig. 2(f) is dominated by the additional force.
Since FiM bimerons exhibit the nonreciprocal transport, an
alternating current pulse presented in Fig. 2(g) induces the
bimeron to show a ratchet motion [69–73] if we take p = −ey
[Fig. 2(i)]. Thus, FiM bimerons are ideal information carriers
in AC racetrack storage devices [71]. For p = ex and −ez ,
the bimeron does not show the nonreciprocal motion in the y
direction and the final value of ry is zero [Figs. 2(h) and 2(j)],
while due to the presence of the drift motion [Figs. 2(d)
and 2(f)], the final values of rx are not equal to zero.
To quantify the nonreciprocal transport of FiM bimerons,
the speed difference ∆vi = |vi (+j)| − |vi (−j)| is defined.
In Figs. 4(b)-4(d), ∆vi is calculated as a function of the current density j, the damping α and the ratio of MS1 and MS2 .
According to the fitting results shown in Fig. 4(b), the relationship between ∆vx and j is well described by this function ∆vx = k2 j 2 + k4 j 4 , where we take p = −ey and
G = 0. To understand the results shown in Fig. 4(b), let
us return to Eq. (1). For G = 0, Eq. (1) is simplified as
vx = Fx /(αLxx ), where Lxx and Fx are related to the
bimeron’s spin structure so their values are affected by the applied currents. As mentioned earlier, opposite currents have
different effects on the FiM bimeron with an asymmetrical
shape, so that the value of |Fx /Lxx | for a positive current is
different from that for a negative current. Thus, the relation
between Fx /Lxx and j must include even terms in addition
to odd terms, so the
P speed vx is written as a general polynomial form, vx = l=1 kl j l /2 with coefficient kl . Considering the first two terms of such a polynomial, the fitting results
almost match the numerical simulations [Fig. 4(a)] (if more
high-order terms are considered, the gap between the fitting
results and numerical simulations will be narrowed). From
the above speed vx , we obtain the speed difference that only
contains even terms, ∆vx = k2 j 2 +k4 j 4 +· · · (the magnitude
of k2 , k4 and · · · is directly related to the strength of nonreciprocal transport). In addition, taking different damping α, ∆vx
is calculated and summarized in Fig. 4(c), showing that ∆vx
is inversely proportional to α, as indicated by this equation
vx = Fx /(αLxx ). Moreover, by changing the value of MS1 ,
∆vx and ∆vy for different MS1 /MS2 are obtained, as shown
in Fig. 4(d), where ∆vx reaches its maximum value at the an-
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asymmetry of skyrmions gives rise to a weak nonreciprocity
(k2 ≈ −0.01, Fig. S18 of Supplemental Material [62]).

FIG. 4. (a) The FiM bimeron speeds vx as functions of the current
density j. The symbols are obtained from the numerical simulations
and the curves arePthe fitting results. For the case where the fitting
function is vx = 2l=1 kl j l /2, k1 = 50.158 and k2 = −0.375 [the
P
unit of kl is m s−1 (MA cm−2 )−l ]. For vx = 4l=1 kl j l /2, k1 =
−3
41.726, k2 = −0.274, k3 = 3.04×10 and k4 = −3.085×10−5 .
The adopted parameters are the same as those used in Fig. 2(b). (b)(d) The speed differences ∆vi as functions of the current density
j, the damping constant α and the ratio of MS1 and MS2 . The numerical and analytical results are obtained by solving LLG equation
and Eq. (1), respectively. In panel (b), the green dashed and red solid
curves are the fitting results of ∆vx = k2 j 2 (with k2 = −0.375) and
∆vx = k2 j 2 + k4 j 4 (with k2 = −0.274 and k4 = −3.085 × 10−5 ),
respectively. The default parameters are p = −ey , j = ±25 MA
cm−2 , α = 0.05, MS1 = 1.1MS2 and γ1 = 1.1γ2 .

gular momentum compensation point (MS1 /MS2 = 1.1), and
∆vx and ∆vy almost are symmetric and antisymmetric about
MS1 /MS2 = 1.1, respectively.
Generalization of nonreciprocal transport to magnetic
skyrmions. In the above sections, we discussed the nonreciprocal transport of the FiM bimeron with a positive topological
charge Q. Such a nonreciprocal transport is also observed for
the FiM bimeron with a negative Q (see Fig. S17 of Supplemental Material [62]). The results of nonreciprocal transport of FiM bimerons can be extended to other types of spin
textures with broken symmetry. For general topological solitons, e.g. skyrmions, they have a symmetrical structure so
nonreciprocal transport does not appear, while the bimerons
under investigation have intrinsic asymmetrical shape, resulting in the presence of nonreciprocal dynamics. Therefore, in
order to attain the nonreciprocal transport, a break in structural symmetry of spin textures is required. As shown in Fig.
S18 of Supplemental Material [62], when an in-plane magnetic field is utilized to break the rotational symmetry of a FM
skyrmion, the skyrmion driven by opposite currents exhibits
nonreciprocal transport. Compared to the intrinsic asymmetry of bimerons (k2 ≈ −0.3, Fig. 4), this externally induced
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